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Barrister to The Bachelor:.·
Reality after Reality
Television
By Kelly Smith

This past summer, millions of viewers
tuned in to watch twenty-five men compete
for the affection of ABC's Bachelorette, Andi
Dorfman. An Assistant District Attorney in
Georgia and a graduate of Wake Forest Law
School, Andi was not your typical reality
TV show contestant. But, as it turns out, she
was not the only lawyer to have appeared on
reality TV What happens when an attorney
takes a hiatus from the law to go on reality
TV?
How the Show Works
First, a little background:qThe

Bachelor and The Bachelorette are reality ·
TV dating shows that began airing in 2002.
Each season is centered around the lead,
an attractive and successful man or woman
looking for love.
The show begins in Los Angeles,
where the lead meets twenty-five suitors
at a sprawling estate dubbed the Bachelor
Mansion. In between going on individual and
groups dates with the lead, all the contestants
live together at the Mansion. Each week,
contestants are eliminated in a rose ceremony
that has a musical chairs·flavor. The lead
gives out roses to contestants he .o r she would
like to continue dating. There are fewer roses
than contestants. If you get a rose, you are

In this Issue:
Faculty Report Card - Page 3
California Water Woes - Page 3
Enjoying the Journey - Page 4
CA Ballot Initiatives- Page 2

safe. If you do not, you are immediately
whisked away to the airport and sent home.
A few weeks into filming, the
remaining contestants and le_ad leave Los
Angeles and travel to exotic locales. In
between sledding in Switzerland, sailing in
Bemiuda, and taking tai chi lessons in China,
. the lead continues to eliminate contestants
until there are two left. One contestant
receives the final rose and generally ends up
. engaged to the lead, and the runner up leaves ·
dejected having been dumped on national
television.
ABC then selects one contestant
from that season to be the lead in the next
season. Thus, if you were a contestant on the
Bachelor, you could end up as the lead in the
next season of The Bachelorette. Such was
Andi's luck.
Job Flexibility Needed
Contestants on past seasons of
The Bachelor and The Bachelorette have
been aspiring singers, models, dog lovers,
free spirits, entertainment wrestlers, and
professional cheerleaders. Other contestants
have quit their jobs to come on the show.
Lawyers, doctors, and investment bankers
are few and far between partially due to the
schedule inflexibility that comes with such

careers. :so now 01
go on the show?
Andi first took a leave of absence
from her job as an Assistant District
Attorney to appear as a contestant on the
Bachelor. After being selected as the nextBachelorette, Andi was hesitant to ask for
additional time off. Andi ·explained her
doubts to People Magazine saying "[t]
here was that worry of, 'If I leave [the
Fulton County District Attorney's Office],
is somebody going to take my place?' I'm
a young female attorney and it's already an
uphill battle for me."
Yet, Andi was granted an unpaid ·
leave of absence spanning from February
20, 2014 until May 31, 2014. The District
Attorney of Fulton, Paul Howard, Jr.,
noted that Andi's request was "highly
unusual" but granted her request because
she was "a valued member of the District
Attorne}'.'S Office." A member of the office
no more, Andi resigned from her job after
filming ended citing only "unexpected
opportunities."
Although Andi has not attempted to
transition back to her career as an attorney,
other lawyers who were contestants on The
Bachelorette have. A few of those·attorneys
Continued on Page 6.

Scalian Wisdom

by Stacy A/Jura Hostetter, Editor-in-Chief
Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia visited USD Law as a favor to our very own
Professor Michael Devitt on September 11th. Due to time and space constraints the audience
was by necessity limited to Professor Devitt's current students; luckily, however, Motions scored
a seat sb that we could bring the Scalian wisdom back to the law school at large.
Before addressing the substance of the supreme visit, it is worth mentioning how it canie
about that Supreme Court justices began doing favors for USD law professors in the first place.
As it turns out, sometimes it really is as simple as just asking. Over a decade ago, while trying
to start a moot court competition that we now know as the Paul A. McLennon, Sr., Honors
~foot Court Competition, Professor Devitt had_the bright idea that it would certainly start the
competition off on the right foot if a Supreme Court justice would judge the competition. So
he foun~ the phon~ number for Justice Scalia's chambers and called it. Simple as that. Granted,
. Justice Sc.alia's secretary answered the phone, but within a few minutes Professor Devitt was
speaking .with Supreme Court Justice Scalia himself. Justice Scali~ kindly agreed to judge
USD's McLennon competition and over the many ensuing years, Profess.o r Devitt and Justice
Scalia becam~ good friends.
.
.
On September 11 , Justice Scalia was at the downtown federal courthouse for a ·California
Bar luncheon and book signing. Afterwards, he generously stopped by Warren Hall and spoke
with approximately 100 law students. The conversation is laid out below by subject matter.
Continued on Page 4.
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Election Countdown:
California Propositions Review

~

University of &n Diego .

·
By Brody Burns and Timothy Hanna, Assocaite Editors
.
The upcoming election is on November 4 and a number of propositions are on the 2014 Ballot.
The California proposition process allows voters to approve or deny prop<;>sed legislation by direct
vote. This year, California citizens have put four major propositions on the ballot through petition
signatures. These four propositions are 45, 46, 47 and 48. Propositions 1 and 2 are also discussed.

SCH 0 0 L 0 F LAW

USO Motions covers these four propositions below. The first section ~f each proposition is the
official summary directly from the California. Secretary of State's Voter Information Guide, which
can be found at http://www.voterguide.sos.ca.gov/.
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Proposition 1-Water Bond: Funding
for Water Quality, Supply, Treatment, and
Storage Projects.
·
Official Summary: The proposition authorizes
$7 .12 billion in general obligation bonds for
state water supply infrastructure projects.
These are projects designed for better surface
and groundwater storage, ecosystem and
watershed protection and restoration, drinking
water protection, water supply management,
water supply treatment and recycling and flood
protection. Based on projections by legislative
analysts with the Secretary of State, the cost to
voters to repay these bonds would cost about $360
million annually for the next 40 years.
What a Yes Vote Means: A Yes vote on this
measure means that the State will assume $7.12
billion in .bonds to pay for state water supply
infrastructure projects.

ASSOCIATE EDITORS

What a No Vote Means: A NO vote on this
measure means that the State will not assume
these bonds and provision for our water
infrastructure will come from existing law or
future legislative action.

Timothy Hanna
Peter Lee
,. 1

ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW

Irene Condella
Director for Law Student Affairs
SUBMISSIONS

Motions welcomes articles, letters,
columns, complaints, and commentaries. All submissions must be original work and include valid attribution information. We reserve the righ
to edit for content, length, style, an
the general requirements of good taste.

DISCLAIMER

The contents of this newspaper do not reflect the views or opinions of the University of San Diego School of Law, the Uni-'
versity of San Diego School of Law News
Organization, or the Editors, Directors,
or Staff of this newspaper and are solel:
the products of the authors in their indi-,
vidual capacities. Unsigned editorials re-,
fleet only the view of the Editorial Boar
of this newspaper, a Student Organizatio
consistent with University of San Dieg,
Schoof of Law policies.

Our recommendation: Vote YES on Proposition 1.
For the past few years our state has been
· plagued by a drought that has been a drain on
our economy, as well as incurring devastating
effects on our state's natural resources. This
initiative provides for immediate action to combat
the drought, and provides the funds necessary
to solve current deficiencies in our state's water
infrastructure.
The opposition to this me:;tsure argues that
there will be an unfair burden placed on taxpayers,
an argument not without merit. However, this
funding will provide relief in the near future as
well as a lasting method of providing water for
our state's most devastated regions, which can be
paid off slowly over a long period of time. There
is also a risk these dams may cause damage to
our ..rivers and salmon,.but this is a case where
one must weigh potential injury against real and
immediate relief for a serious issue facing our
state.

1
·

1

into the BSA. There is a target maximum
of $8 billion per year. The State Legislature can
release BSA funds following a·vote.
tr~ferred

Prop 2 would reduce the annual transfer amount to
$1.6 billion, but adds a portion of capital gains taxes
when revenues exceed a certain level. It would also
raise the target maximum to $11 billion per year.
It would also limit the circumstances in which the
transfer could be reduced or the BSA funds used.
Under Prop 2, money would go into a new state
. reserve for school.s and community colleges in the
years in which tax revenues are strong. However,
local reserves for some school districts would be
smaller.
What a Yes Vote Means: A YES vote on this measure
means: our state constitution would be amended to
provide for this new method of state reserves.
What a No Vote Means: A NO vote on this measure
means the current system providing for deposits
and withdrawals to the state reserves would remain
unchanged. ·
Our recommendation: Vote YES on Proposition 2
This measure would be an amendment to
the provisions of the California Constitution. The
amendment would mandate an annual transfer of
state general fund revenues to a budget stabilization
account. Half of these revenues would be used to
repay state debts. In practice, this would reduce our
state's levels of debt much more qwckly. It also
provides for limits on the use of the remaining funds
to instances of emergencies or budget deficits, thus
leading to a higher amount of reserves generally. On
a negative note the reserves kept by some school
districts would be smaller. Despite this claim, this
provision would protect schools in the event of a
deficit, as well as providing the necessary funding for
public safety and other vital services.

Proposition 45 -Healthcare Insurance. Rate.
Changes. Initiative Statute.
Official Summary: Requires Insurance Commissioner's

approval before health insurer can change its rates
or anything else affecting the charges associated
with health insurance. Provides for public notice,
disclos~e, hearing, and subsequent.judicial review.
Exempts employer large group health plans. Fiscal
Impact: Increased state administrative costs to
regulate health insurance, likely not exceeding
the low millions of dollars annually in most
years, funded.from fees paid by health insurance
companies.
What a Yes Vote Means: A YES vote on this measure
means that the rates for individual and small group
health insurance would need to be approved by the
Insurance Commissioner before talcing effect.

Proposition 2-State Budget. Budget
Stabilization Account. Legislative
Constitutional Amendment.

What a No Vote Means: A NO vote on this measure
means that the state regulators would continue to
have the authority to review, but not approve, rates
for individual and small group health· insurance.

Official Summary: The Budget Stabilization
Account (BSA) acts as the state's basic reserves.
The governor has the power to reduce or eliminate . (Source: CA Secretary of State - Official Voter
the amount placed into the reserves each year, but Information Guide)
Continued on Page •.•
currently the amount is close to $3 billion per year
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BRACKET A
Top ·5 Courses
· 1. NonProfit Law with Prof. Fleischer
(4.94)
2. Media Law with Prof. Semitsu (4.93)
3. Fundamentals of Bar Writing with Prof.
Campbell (4.92)
4. Health Law & Reproduction with Prof.
Fox (4.88)
5. Fundamentals of Bar Writing with Prof.
Simkin (4.82)

Once a semester, students are asked to complete a
simple evaluation for each class in which they are
enrolled. These evaluations are meant to aid our
professors in improving their teaching methods but
they are also available to aid students choose whic:h
classes to take in later semesters.

o
, rn1a

Woes

by Chad Colton, Staff Writer

We need rain here in San Diego, and not
just to wash the grime off the Pacific Beach
boardwalk. Actually, our very lights depend
on it. California generates as much as 20%
of its electricity from hydroelectric _sources
such as dams. When the water levels go down
_the turbines _that generate power 4on't spin as
fast, which reduces the pow:er output. Because
of the drought, the U.S. Energy Information
Administration estimates that the productivity
of hydro power in California has ben cut in
f
(
.
.h
1. Remed1es wit Pro . Ke11y 2.93)
half.
That's very bad because hydroelectric
B E · p
.h
f
.
2 . M u1ttstate ar xam rep wit Pro .
is one of the more efficient and dependable
· S. h ·
1man (2.97)
1c
e
sources of power available to us. Water flows,
f
ll (
.
.h
3. C orporattons wit Pro . Da as. h 3.68)f
and the power goes. When it doesn't, electric
4. Contro11ed Su b stances Law wit Pro .
companies have to rely on other sources to
)
D .
(
94
3
meet
demand. "The only sources that are
np~s ·
.
.
.
5. International Busmess Transactions with .
really flexible, that you can either tum up
Prof. Folsom (4.03)
or tum down, are fuel-based and that's gas
It is neither fair to the professor, nor informative for
the students, to compare a class with a total enrollment or coal in the western region," says Victo:r:
Niemeyer, program manager for greenhouse
of five students with only one returned evaluation,
gas reductions at the Ele_ctric Power Research
to a class of 80 with a return of 46. Thus, to better
Institute. In 2006, Assembly Bill 32: The
separate the smaller classes from the larger ones, we
California Global Warming Solutions.Act was
have created two brackets. Regardless of the total
codified, which required the state to reduce
enrollment, the·brackets are divided based on the
1. Corporate Reorganizations with Prof.
greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 levels by
number of returned evaluations. Twelve or more
Ferguson ( 4.98)
2020. California_has legally bound itself to
evaluations returned evaluations places a course in
1. Valuations with Prof. Laro (4.98)
·meet
that target. That's difficult to do when
Bracket A; a course with evaluations between three
3.Tax Policy with Prof. Fleischer (4.96)
more
people require more power, and the only
and eleven falls into Bracket B. Courses with two
3. Surv.e y of Pharmaceutical Law and
way to get it is by burning more fuel.
or fewer evaluations are not utilized for ranking
Policy with Pr9fs. Lasezkay and Voet
Other energy sources such as wind
purposes, though they are included in the full listing.
(4.96)
and solar are helping to fill the gap left by
5. Special Edll:cation & the Law with Prof.
hydropower. In fact, wind energy accounts for
The
. goal with this. report is to offer students a better,
Dalton (4.95)
as
much as 10% of Califomia,.s energy needs,
more accessible id~a of where classes and professors
5. Ethics Law & int'l Affairs with Prof.
stand in the evaluation area. This undertaking is in no and solar can account for as much as 14% on
Spector (4.95)
a clear sunny day. However, the problem with
way designed to insult professors. However, it is our
5. Comparative Constitutional Law with
belief that these evaluations are ~nly a valuable use of those sources is that sometimes the sun doesn't
Prof. Claus (4.95)
our time and effort if the results of said evaluations are shine and the wind doesn't blow. Complicating
5. Health Law & Policy with Prof. Barton
matters is the decommissioning of the San
· a part of the public discourse.
(4.95)
Onofre Nuclear Plant, which was announced
The full listing details the scores for each category as in June of 2013 after a leak was discovered
well as comments made by students.. We chose to note in January of 2012. Forbes Magazine noted
comments that either 1) represented the overall return . that the San 0 plant alone generated 18 billion
of comments made in that class or 2) jumped out at
kilowatt hours of carbon free electricity,
1. Fundamentals of Bar Writing with prof. us with some level of particularity. All comments
as much as the.total combined .output from
Kiel (3.2)
are quoted accurately from the student evaluations.
wind and solar energy projects in the entire
2. Negotiations with Prof. Whaley (3.37) All averages are based out of the saine 1 to 5 score
state of California. Nuclear power has its
3. Evidence with Prof. Ramirez (3.51)
provided on the evaluation survey form. Please keep own devastating shortcomings as an energy
4. Legal Drafting with Prof. Edelman
in mind, all evaluations are completed BEFORE
source, namely that obtaining the fuel requires
(3.64)
students take their final exams. This data does not
extensive strip mining and that spent fuel is
5. Advanced Legal Research with Prof.
incredibly toxic. There is currently no method
conclude on how a professor m~y exam his or her
Gruben (3.78)
students.
to "dispose~' of nuclear waste; it is generally
buried in containers and sealed with concrete.
If
those containers leak, there is no safe way
By way of,a final plea, please know that the largest
Scoring:
of repairing or relocating them. Those leaks
difficulty Motions faces when attempting to. rank
Parentheticals indicate the average
are more likely to happen in a seismically
-the many classes offered each semester is the severe
score of the course and professor on a
active
zone, such as Southern California. These
and saddening lack of evaluations to begin with.
scale of one to five. Ties were broken via These .·evaluations are only useful to us as students,
concerns are especially relevant in light of the
percentage of evaluations returned wit to the faculty as educators, and to th~ _administration
Fukushima nucfoar disaster in March of 2011.
the higher return rate given the higher as decision-makers if they are taken seriously.
California's population continues to
standing. Further ties were broken via The overall return rate of evaluation is simply
grow, which means we need to make more
overall class enrollment with the highers
power or use less of it. The ultimate solution
disheartening. This semester when your professors
tanding awarded to the class with higher put aside the inevitable 15 minutes for evaluation
will require innovation, a combination of ·
enrollment.
technologies, and help from bright minds like
purposes, please us_e that time for the greater good.
yours. Until then, look to the skies and hope
Complete those evaluations, score mindfully, and
the rain falls, the wind blows, and the sun
that
comment productively.
shines.*

Bottom 5 Courses

BRACKETB
Top 5 Courses

Bottom 5 Courses

Accordingly, these evaluations are completed
anonymously and are available in the Law Student
Affairs office. ·However, the _evaluations are also
only accessible in physical copies, from a single
large filing cabinet. Much of the data from these .
evaluations is overly complicated, sometimes missing,
and dramatically incomplete. Motions has taken on
the responsibility of readl.ng every-single· evaluation
submitted to compile representative comments and
~v~ra~e the scores a_warded. This particula: data set
ts hm1ted to evaluations completed for Spnng 2014
h
·
classes. We hope t . at, by keepmg our report focused,
b
h
d
·
· d ec1sion-m
· ·
aking
we can etter e1p stu ents m thetr
. the commg
· · registration
·
· perio
· d . The
process regard mg
full l.1stmg
· may be 1oun
.(.'. d on1.me at our website,
· b ut
.
.
·
for your convemence we have also hsted the Top and
Bottom Five classes for each bracket.
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n1oy1ng
the
Journey·
By Peter Lee, Associate Editor
There is a Japanese animation that I used
to watch called "Bunter x Hunter." In this
animation, there is an occupation called
"hunter." A hunter is an individual who is
licensed to do pretty much whatever they want.
However,. a hunter can specialize in different
areas: crime, exploration, archaeology, etc.
Now in this story, the main character is Gon, a
twelve-year old who becomes a hunter so that
he can find his dad, Ging, who is also a hunter.
At the end of the series, SPOILER ALERT,
he ends up meeting and conversing with his
dad. In the last episode, Gon asks Ging what
his goal is as a hunter. Ging responded with
an ambiguous statement: "I want to discover
something that I can't see in front of me."
However, Ging immediately follows up with:
"You should enjoy the little detours to the
fullest because that's where you'll find the
things that are more important than what you
want."
The animation establishes that Ging is a very
adventurous, but ambitious character. He has
a goal in mind, and he will stop at nothing to
see that through. Ging's goal was so strong that
he essentially abandoned his son to pursue that
goal. Side note, I won't be discussing Ging's
parenting skills in this article. With this strong
goal, Ging's best advice to his son was to go
after your goal to the fullest, but to.enjoy "the
little detours" life may throw at him, because,

maybe, j_ust maybe, he'll find things that are
more important than what he wants.
. I found this to be quite challenging as a
law student. Throughout law school, I was
determined to pursue a career in international
law, specifically international arbitration.
The thought of working in an international
setting, meeting new people from different
cultures, and analyzing business transactions
was my vocational dream. However, through
my internships and experiences with people
throughout law school, I've come to realize
that I really enjoy the regulatory work that I
am doing now. It is quite encouraging knowing
that my work ensures that people are being ·
treated fairly. Never did I tlllnk that I would
be practicing this type of law and, realistically,
I wouldn't be ifl had stayed so focused on
international law. It's not that I don't ever
want to practice international law anymore,
but I'm enjoying this little detour in my life. I
am enjoying the people that I meet, the type of
work that I do, and all of the little experiences
in between.
I hope the same for you. I hope that as you
go through law school and keep pursuing
whatever _goal it is that you are pursuing, that
you enjoy the little detours because "that's
where you'll find the things that are more
important than what you want." *

Scalian Wisdom -continued...
ON·WHAT MAKES AMERICA WORK
As there were several of Professor's
Devitt's international students in the audience, .
Justice Scalia opened his presentation with the
~mportance of a strong constitution. He posited
that the average American likely credits our
country's liberty to the Bill of Rights. Not so
though, says Scalia. According to him, the
land of the free has a strong constitution to
thank for that. Most dictators promulgate a
bill of rights, m~ny of them far stronger than
ours, but without a structure preventing the
centralization of power even the strongest bill
of rights is worthless. Our constitution is no
"parchment guarantee" according to Scalia.
He discussed the difference i11 focus between
European systems Gudicial independence)
and our own (separation of powers), with the
result that we should "learn to love gridlock,
ambition countering ambition. For it is that
gridlock that principally protects minorities
after all; it is easy to throw a monkey wrench
in a delicate system."
In a similar vein, a very specific
student asked something about the Teague
standard and watershed retroactivity. In
a moment that I suspect resonated with
most students present, Scalia confessed to
not knowing what was being asked. Tums
out the question had som.ething to do with
the creation of fundamental rights. More
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specifically, whether or not there were any
novel fundamental rights left to_be found and
whether, if there were, they should be applied
retroactively. Scalia quickly figured out where
the train was headed and, unsurprisingly given
his originalist leaning_s, noted that fundamental
rights in his opinion are limited to those that are
reflected in history. He seemed concerned with
the practical consequences of creating novel, but
fundamental rights. "If you come up with a 'new
right' then you limit the damage _b y not making
it retroactive. The alternative, if you were to
make all the new rights retroactive that is, is
then courts would probably be less willing to
designate the new rights a5 new rights in the first
place. Both have their advantages in that way I
suppose."
He also spoke of "the most important
coUrt in life." SCOTUS is certainly grim~ Scalia
admitted. But in his life, in his family's life, and
in most people's lives, the most important court
is without a doubt the state court according to
Scalia. The "o~erwhelming majority of laws
are state laws" and it is state court that you will
most likely find yourself in, if it is a courtroom
you are going to be. Realistically, he muse\d, "if
you do it right, you can kill someone without
violating federal law. Though probably not
me." The federal marshals present all gave him
sly looks for that particular remark. But the
crux of the matter for the Justice was that "we

. Call for
SUBMISSIONS
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are still very much a federal republic" and
the state courts are in many ways the most'
important institution we have. His court may
seem omnipotent but it is the state courts
that rule the people and "we couldn't survive
otherwise."
ON "THE CASES I WILL FALL ON MY
SWORD FOR. .. "
Of the many subjects before the
Court, Scalia posits one type of case in
particular is of the utmost importance: cases
dealing with the 14th Amendment. He came
to this topic by way of a student question
regarding any cases that Scalia regrets and,
by association, what cases were the most
important. Scalia answered with a rather
intricate web of rulings (not all of them his)
that essentially led to this general principle: .
prophylactic measures meant to enforce the ·
14th Amendment are unconstitutional. The
only exception to that being those statutes
passed in the context of civil rights (and those
only by reason of stare decisis). Allowing a test
hinging on "proportional and congruent to the
constitutional violation" was a mistake. The
moral being: start by reading the constitution ·
and take it from there. As this particular
issue has been written on before, I leave the
reader to a good Google search for additional
information.
Slightly unrelated, but also of note, is
Scalia's reference to an old Mormon polygamy
case, Reynolds v U.S., 98 U.S. 145 (1879).

-
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It is worth repeating if only for the astute
observation that "it can be argued we now have
serial polygamy, really." Chuckles all around
for that one too.

ON TECHNOLOGY
Another student asked the Justice
his thoughts on the idea that SCOTUS is
out of touch with modem technology. Scalia
responded that he, personally, was certainly
out of touch with technology but that it is no
impediment to the job at hand. He reads the
laws and applies them; he need not understand
the intricacies of the technology itself to
understand the law that was passed in relation
to its use. "We don't make the laws, Congress
does. Complain about them not understanding
technology!" Which, in all fairness has some
undeniable logic to it. He continued to note
that he "hate[s] patent cases, I'm not an
engineer." In fact "Clarence is the only one
who understands that stuff."
Similarly, second-year student Tej
Singh queried Justice Scalia regarding the ·
increase in patent cases at SCOTUS. "IP is the
new wealth," replied Scalia, "and patent law
is the up and coming fi~ld. Get a clerkship at
the Federal Circuit" if it is lucrative follow-up
jobs you are looking for. But the reason for so
many patent cases recently has to do with how
"lax the Patent Office has been at their job." To.
compound matters, Congress has not been very
detailed on what a patent needs in order to be ·
valid, so SCOTUS is somewhat forced to make
it up as they go along. The court remedies this
by using stare decisis and deciding as little as
possible. By way of example, in Association
for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics,
569 U.S. 12-398 (2013), Scalia admitted ·
that he "honest to God did not know what.
Thomas was talking about. And I was not.
going to pretend that I did by signing on to his
opinion." Lucky, as it turned out, given that
the opinion came by a good deal of criticism.
More laughter as Scalia made a sour face,
·"something about bioethics and blah blah
blah."
ON LAW STUDENTS
The question of technology launched
a discussion on the problem with law students
today. "You suckle at the common law. All
of the first year is common law. It is not
our job to find the best answer, but the right
answer." The difference between then and now
(with then being the golden age of common
law presumably) in Scalia's mind is that
"democracy has intervened."
"I always have a text in front of me and
the job of the modem judge is to give the text
the fairest meaning. Such is the democratically
elected law. Garbage in, garbage out." Perhaps
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one of the principle values of democracy is
that, as Scalia pointed out, "democracy gives
people ~he government it deserves." Again,
"garbage in, garbage out."
ON DECIDING THINGS GENERALLY
In response to the question of whether
the justices read all of the amicus briefs, Scalia
responded with an endearingly large smile:
"Oh hell no. But the clerks do and will call our
attention to anything deserving. I read amicus
briefs by the ACLU if it is a civil rights case"
and by particular groups if it is a labor or
health law case, "and I read briefs by lawyers
that I respect." Scalia unsurprisingly had high
praise for the value of gaining a respected
reputation. Not only are they smart, but "there
are some lawyers who I know will not waste
my time. If the brief limit is 60 pages, but they
only need 30 pages to make their point, I can
trust them to write only 30 ·pages. And so their
amicus briefs I read."
·
A Moot Co:urt member asked how
influential oral arguments are. ''Never, or
almost never, do they change my mind. But
they often make up my mind." A quick plug
about how we ought to puy his book suggests
the orators among us ·might find some helpful
tips within. He did stress however that "there
are some things that can be done in oral
argument that cannot be done in a bnef." In
a brief one must proceed logically, point one
to point tWo to point three to point four. But
what if your big point, your winning argument,
logically comes up as point four? The value
of oral argument, according to Scalia, is that
you can say 'Your honors, I have four points
but most importantly... ' And barn! Logic be
damned, bring up your big point first." He
also noted that your biggest point may be
the easiest one to make while less persuasive
issues take time to unravel. Trust your instinct
in this regard, do not overcomplicate otherwise
simple issues.
ON HOBBY LOBBY
When asked what he thought was
wrong with the Ginsburg dissent in Hobby
Lobby, the entirely unexpected response was
"a bit shrill, don't you think?" In his defense,
Scalia managed to sound dismissive but
difficult to resent for it, a bit grandfatherly
perhaps. The simple matter is that thejustice
seemed rather uninspired by the idea of Hobby
Lobby. His take was along the lines that
nothing "bad" had actually occurred. "People
said something about a war on women. There
was no war on .women; this was a narrow
and insignificant opinion. It did not deprive
women of access to birth control, all- it did
was not pay for some, not even all, just some
forms of contraception. What does it even
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cost anyways? Like 10 cents a month." That
prompted chuckles of various natures, from
amused to despondent.
.
ON HIS CAREER
He ·did not seem to think his rise to
SCOTUS very interesting. Though he noted
he took a less traditional path and arrived there
somewhat coincidentally.. "If you have your
heart on becoming a federal judge, do political
work," Scalia advised. In contrast, the only
political work Scalia did was minor stuff for
his democrat Uncle Vince; "every Italian has
· an Uncle Vince" apparently.
ON AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
On the question of affirmative
action Scalia suinmed it up as "plainly
unconstitutional. Other than that it is fine. We
cannot discriminate based on race. And we
h~ve held that everywhere. Everywhere except
education. For some reason it is supposed to
be okay in education... You are ncit allowed to
discriminate based on race when contracting
with another party for example! Doing a
favor for one person denies an opportunity for
another, more qualified person. That has never
been the American way."
ON WHETHER MARRIAGE EQUALITY
WILL BE ADDRESSED BY THE SUPREME
COURT
On whether marriage equality is likely
to be addressed in the upcoming session, Scalia
said that he would "be surprised if it didn't."
Though SCOTUS usually limits itself to
matters with a circuit conflict, this issue is too
important for the court of appeals level.
ON GOOD PEOPLE
Wrapping up Scalia noted_, "we have
lost a lot of the ideals we used to have honesty, hard work - it is quite a different
country than 50 years ago. It is the moral state
of the country that I worry most about. You
cannot have a good country, a good society,
without good people. Good people come
about one by one, which is why religion is so
important. Maybe some non-religious people
wake up in the morning and say 'I want to be
perfect every day.' But that is certainly what
truly religious people aim for every day."
ON THE BEST ADVICE HE WAS EVER
GIVEN
And on the best advice he has ever
been given, Scalia quoted his father, a
professor of romance languages, who had this
Scalian wisdom to pass on: "Son, brains are
like muscles, you can hire them by the hour.
The only thing you ~annot buy is character." *
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appeanng on the Bachelorette m 2013. A
graduate of Fordham Law School, Michael
was not willing ~o leave his job as an Assistant
United States Attorney in Florida to go on the
Bachelorette. Turns out he would not need
constantly trying to put him at odds with ·his
to.
Michael told Motions he went through
own character.
After filming ended and management at . the chain of command and received his
supervisors' blessing to go on the show. "I was
Hunton & Wiliams had seeri multiple episodes
surprised at how supportive folks in the office
of the show, Jeremy was invited back to the
were
about it," Michael stated. Michael was
firm. "It was not the same as when I left,"
similarly welcomed back to his position with
Jeremy stated. Before 1eaving for the show,
the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Southern
Jeremy felt well taken care of at Hunton &
District
of Florida after being eliminated, albeit
Williams and that the firm provided quick
with some good-natured humor. When Michael
access to anything he needed as a young
to the office, his door was decorated.
returned
associate. After Jeremy returned, the "anything
with photos of him on The Bachelorette that
you need" treatment turned into "we' 11 get to
co-workers had found online. In court, a few
that." The change did not stop there. Often
judges joined in on the off-record teasing.
reminded of his new reputation as a quasiMichael took the jokes and attention in stride
celebrity at work, Jeremy stated, "Court staff
stating, "I got teased. I expected that."
would come out, look, and giggle." Judges
The effect that Michael's new reality
and other court personnel made plenty of
star
status
had on his career did not extend
off-the-record jokes about roses. He got the
beyond the limited attention and jokes.
impression that opposing counsel did not take
Michael
was surprised to find that jurors did
him· as seriously. And there was still that weird
not recognize him and that defense counsel
vibe at work. Eventually, Jeremy heard that
did
not draw attention to his reality star status.
upper management at Hunton & Williams had
That was fine with Michael. He went on the
said, "If [Jeremy] took his career seriously, he
show looking to travel and to fall in love, but
wouldn't have gone on a reality dating show."
he was "excited to get back to normal life"
For Jeremy, there were also positive
after the show ended.
aspects of appearing on The Bachelorette.
Michael was not woqied.how the
Jeremy's public speaking skills.improved after
producers would edit his on-screen persona.
having the opportunity to see so much footage
"Producers have a job to do - make a
of himself and reflect on how he sounded and
television show. It's based solely on how you
how he was perceived.
act on the show and what you are willing to
After The Bachelorette, Jeremy stayed
do and say." He did note that he was reminded
at Hunton & Williams for a few years billing
to be careful in discussing his job so as not
an annual average of 2500 hours. In 2011, he
to violate any ethical duties or disclose facts
left to start his own firm, Anderson Beakley.
about cases. Considering that contestants on
Already a success, Jeremy revealed he has
the
Bachelorette are not paid, Michael jokii:tgly
always been able to make as much or more
advised law students who are considering
money at his Dallas-based, boutique firm than
going· on reality TV: "If you're going to work
he did while working at Hunton & Williams.
in public service, do a show that pays you."
"Financially, I have not regretted leaving
Hunton and going out on my own. There
No Problem for Pers9nal Injury Attorney
is more uncertainty, but I ~lone control my
Craig Robinson had been a practicing
future."
attorney for two years before being nomiµated
While he does not regret going on the
by
his roommate to be a contestant on The
show, Jeremy said, "Ifl had it to do all over
Bachelorette. A graduate of Villanova School
again, I probably wouldn't do [the show]
of Law, Craig was working in Philadelphia for
again." Jeremy's take: "Professionally, it's
the
mid-size, personal injury firm of Weinstein,
not going to do you any good. It's going to
Schleifer & Kupersmith (now Haggertj,
qurn some bridges at your firm." If you go on
Goldberg, Schleifer & Kupersmith). Craig
a reality show, there will always be remnants
pitched the idea of appearing on the show to
of it on the Internet. "If you make an ass of
the
firm's partners, who were initially hesitant.
yourself, it's not going to go away." Even.if
However, the partners approved Craig's leave
you do not, your reputation from the show
of absence after he wrote a proposal explaining
will follow you. Six years after appearing on
how his cases could be distributed and covered
the Bachelorette, Jeremy told Motions, "I just
by co-workers while he was gone.
left a hearing where the judge called me 'the
Craig returned to the firm after being
Bachelor guy.' She laughed. I laughed. It's
eliminated on The Bachelorette in May of
what I signed up for when I did the show."
2010. Much like Michael's experience, Craig
was the recipient of friendly ribbing around ·
More Flexibility for Assistant United States
the
office. Craig also got some off-the-record
Attorney
cracks from judges referencing the red speedo
Michael Garofola had an easier
he had worn on the show while posing for

Barrister to The Bachelor
Reality After R~ality TV
·c ontinued...

agreed to be interviewed by Motions and discuss
the career implications of appearing on a reality
TV show.

~

Big Law is Anti-Reality TV
Jeremy Anderson, a Dallas-based
attorney, was the runner-up on the fourth season
of the Bachelorette, which aired in 2008. Jeremy
graduated cum laude from Southern Methodist
University School of Law and had accepted an
offer for employment with the Dallas office of
Jenkens & Gilchrist, which, was home to 250
attorneys at the time and the largest law firm in
Dallas. In between the time Jeremy accepted the
offer and started working, the Dallas office of
Jenkens & Gilchrist w~s absorbed by Hunton
& Williams LLP, a firm that was then home to
1800 lawyers in 19 offices worldwide.
Jeremy had eight.weeks off in between
taking the bar and starting work. Those eight
weeks happened to coincide with the time that
ABC was shooting The Bachelorette. Jeremy
signed on as a contestant after being nominated
by a former girlfriend, but not before getting·
the okay from.the former Jenkens & Gilchristturned Hunton & Williams attorneys with whom
he had worked. With the Dal.l as office on board,
Jeremy's request went straight to the managing
·partner of Hunton & Williams' mothership
Virginia office. The managing partner originally
declined to approve Jeremy's appearance on
The Bachelorette, but ABC had already started
marketing the show with Jeremy as a contestant.
Thus, a compromise was reached. Jeremy left
the firm with the understanding that he may be
invited back after filming provided he did not
do anything on the show that cast him_in a bad
light. If he wanted to come back to Hunton &
Williams, he needed to tread carefully.
This was easier said than done as
contestants are at the mercy of the show's
producers in terms of how editing affects a
person's on-screen TV character. The sh<?ws'
producers use hidden cameras, make alcohol
constantly available, and promise contestants
additional airtime if they are willing to do or
say certain things. Jeremy told Motions the
producers' ability to make their way up the
ranks is "determined by the show-stopper
segments they get." Unconcerned with
protecting someone's professional reputation,
· Jeremy felt that the producers gave him a harder
time because he was an attorney and were
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a ceJebnty calendar charity project. Thanks
·to his new notoriety, Craig was actually
referred some business. In one case, Craig
received a referral from an out-of-state lawyer
who was looking for a Philadelphia lawyer
because the referring lawyer's wife knew of
Craig from The Bachelorette. Additionally,
Craig's notoriety from the show provided
him a platform to raise awareness and money
for suicide prevention after a friend and exBachelor contestant took her life.
Although optimistic and satisfied with
his experience on The Bachelorette, Craig also
noted the risks that come along with the show.
"The producers don't care about protecting
y our career. The show is about ratings. That's
all they care about. They don~t care if they hurt
.y ou. It's all about the bottom line for them."
Newfound notoriety brings with. it
other pitfalls as w ell though. In this case, Craig
and his ·former law firm were sued for legal
malpractice. The plaintiff's initial complaint .
alleged, "After becoming a contestant [on the
sixth season of the Bachelorette], Robinson
began to ignore the Plaintiff's case ... " Later, a
different Weisnstein, Schleifer & Kupersmith
attorney requested a continuance of the
plaintiff's trial because he was unprepared
having "just been assigned to the case as a
result of the problems with Robinson." The
court denied the request for continuance and
dismissed the case.
Although the case was settled under
seal, the fact that plaintiffs' case was dismissed
on February 6, 2012, more than a year and
a half after Craig had finished filming The
Bachelorette, suggests that Craig's stint on the
show had little to do with the dismissal. Craig's
experience evidences that taking a leave of
absence to appear on reality TV provides
fodder for malpractice claims, whether
unfounded or meritorious.
Craig offered insight on why an
attorney would put his career at risk to appear
on the show. Part of the appeal is becoming a
celebrity in the entertainment world. However,
part of the appeal is economic. As Craig
explained, the decision to give up on law may
seem "short-sighted" but a lawyer who is
the lead on the Bachelor or the Bachelorette
can "get rid of student loans in the snap of a
finger.':

The Bottom Line
After a few years into your career
as a young associate, you may find yourself
exhausted, overworked, ·over-caffeinated, and
unsure .ofthe last time you !ook a day off.
Then, it dawns on you. You can escape your
office, travel for free, become famous, find
love, and have no responsibilities for a few
months if you just sign up for a reality TV
show. And you will be chosen as a contestant;
you bring credibility to the cast of models and
aspiring actors.
.
_ If, someday, you find yourself in that
situation - daydreaming of travel and no
responsibilities - it may be best to take a week
off and fund your own vacation rather than
sign up to be oa-a reality TV show. At best, it
is a neutral career move. In actual reality, it
is more likely a poor choice. Taking months
off from any job will carry repercus~ions.
Those repercussions are especially serious
for lawyers. whose success is largely defined
by commitment to clients, reputation, and
discretion. And in the real world, there is a lot
more at stake than the final rose. *
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Our recommendation: Vote YES on Proposition 45.
When looking at the health insurance rates,
one sees some staggering numbers. This measure
would give the Insurance commissioner the authority
to monitor increases from insurance compani~s .
Having a government official with the power to stem
increases in insuraI)ce rates is a step toward more
manageable costs for consumers.
There are arguments that an elected official,
the Insurance commissioner, would be susceptible
to influences and the lobbying effort.s of the largest
insurarice companies. This claim is not without merit
but such a commissfoner, like any elected official
is ultimately liable to those who elected him and
will be subject to removal in the next election cycle
should he demonstrate such influence in his actions.
Further, this measure serves a necessary gap filling
in providing authority and p ower to approve or deny,
a power not held by our current regulators.

Proposition 46 -

Drug and Alcohol Testing
of Doctors. Medical Negligence Lawsuits.
- Initiative Statute.

Official Summary: Requires drug testing of
doctors. Requires doctors to report any other
doctor suspected of drug or alcohol impairment or
medical malpractice. Requires review of statewide
prescription database before prescribing controlled
substances. Increases $250,000 pain/suffering cap
in medical negligence lawsuits for inflation. Fiscal
Impact: State and local government costs from
raising the cap on medical malpractice damages
ranging from tens of millions to several hundred
million dollars annually; offset to some extent by ·
savings from requirements on health care providers.
What a Yes Vote Means: A YES vote on this
measure means that the cap on medical malpractice
damages for such things as pain and suffering would
be increased from $250,000 to $1.1 million and
adjusted annually for future inflation. Health care
providers would be required to check a statewide
prescription drug database before prescribing or
dispensing certain drugs to a patient for the first
time. Hospitals would be required to test certain
physicians for alcohol and drugs.
What a No Vote Means: A NO vote on this measure
means that the cap on medical malpr~ctice damages
for such things as pain and suffering would remain
at $250,000 and not be subject to annual inflation
adjustments. Health care providers would not be .
required to check a statewide prescription database
before prescribing or dispensing drugs. Hospitals
would not be required to test physicians for alcohol
and drugs.
Our recommendation: Neutral on Proposition 46
For all·our student body's medical
malpractice litigation hopefuls (there's got to be at
least one out there), your reaction to this measure
may be influenced depending on which side of
the courtroom you hope to sit. For the rest of us,
a cap increase will likely have little effect on our
practice. However, it does promise to provide better
protection for those who have suffered this type of ·
injury. A realistic motivation for an affirmative vote
is a simple (act of practice, that the most successful
and best-qualified plaintiffs attorneys would be
unwilling to expend the time, energy, and dedication
to litigate a case for such a small award. In addition,
though tl)e limit of $250,000 was effective at the
time the original law was passed, adjusting that
award for inflation would provide relief for the
injured at the same rate
There is also obvious merit in requiril)g
disciplinary action if drugs or alcohol impair a
doctor while on duty. Such actions could endanger
lives, but even in the least harmful situation it
would be grossly unprofessional and undoubtedly a
hindrance to the fulfillment of their duties. Further
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requiring providers to consult a state database
of prescriptions would prevent individuals froi;n
obtaining drugs from multiple providers, a
practice which has facilitated, if not directly led to
substance abuse.
There are also some potential negatives.
Requiring drug and alcohol testing of doctors
may be good or bad depending on your opinion
on whether such an infringement of a physician's
personal life is warranted by the public policy
concerns presented. And the requirement that
physicians report peers suspected of drug·or
alcohol impairment or medical malpractice is
certainly suspect. Lessons from ·the Cold War
teach us t:hat such a system can lead to distrust
between colleagues and may reduce a team's ability
work effectively as a unit and, as any physician
will admit, teamwork is essential to the effective
practice of medicine. This proposition would also
act as a deterrent to treatment for a physician
suffering substance abuse or addiction, as they
would be unwilling to seek aid from those among
the most equipped to direct them to the appropriate
care.
There are strong benefits and detriments to
this measure, which will require an informed voter
to weigh the various ~oncerns and form their own
conclusion as to w.h ich is given more weight.

_, ,

Proposition 47 -

Reduced Penalties for
Some Crimes Initiative

Official Summary: Requires a misdemeanor
sentence instead of a felony for certain drug and
property offenses. Inapplicable to persons with
prior conviction for serious or violent crime and
registered sex offenders. Fiscal Impact : State and
county criminal justice savings potentially in the
high hundreds of millions of dollars annually.
State savings spent on.school truancy and dropout
preveption, mental health and substance abuse
treatment, and victim services.
Reduction of existing penalties for: grand theft,
shoplift~g, receiving stolen property, writing
bad checks, check forgery, and drug possession.
Funding would &o into a new state fund, the Safe .
Neighborhoods and Schools Fund. Under the
measure, monies in the fund would be divided as
follows:
• 25 percent for grants aimed at reducing truancy
and drop-outs among K-12 students in public.
schools.
• 10 percent for victim services grants.
• 65 percent to support mental health and drug
abuse treatment services that are designed to help
keep individuals out of prison and jail.

"J

What a Yes Vote Means: A YES vote on this
measure means that criminal offenders who
commit certain non-serious an.d nonviolent drug
and property crimes would be sentenced to reduced
penalties (such as shorter terms in jail). State
savings resulting from the measure would be used
to support school truancy and dropout prevention,
victim services, mental health and drug abuse
treatment, and other prQgrams designed to keep
offenders out of prison and jail.
What a No Vote Means: A NO vote on this measure
means that the penalties for offenders who commit
certain non-serious and nonviolent drug and
property crimes would remain as is.
Our recommendation: Vote Yes.
America has roughly 5 percent of the
global population, yet accounts for 25 percent of
all incarcerated persons. At over 2 million persons
incarcerated, the United States carries the largest
prison population of any country in the world.
Continued on Page 8.
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LAW REVIEW PREVIEW
The following are brief summaries of recent publications in the San Diego Law Review. If an article peaks your interest, the full text is available on Westlaw or Lexis.

Constitutiof!al Theories by Larry Alexander
51 SAN DIEGO L. REV 623 (2014)
What is the difference between a Political Theorist, an Anticonstitutionalist, and an Originalist? Read how Professor Als:xander summarize.d these
and other competing views of constitutional theory in a Madison Lecture he gave at Princeton.

After Caronia:
First Amendment Concerns in Off-Label Promotion by Stephanie
Greene
.
.
51 SAN DIEGOL. REV 645 (2014):

....""'.'-·

Off-label promotion is when a company promotes a drug for a use other than its FDA-approved use. Many, if not most, drug companies promote
off-label uses for drugs, occasionally with deadly consequences. In United States v. Caronia, the Second Ciicuit held that off-label promotion
may be protected under the First Amendment Right to free s.peech, seemingly contradicting a Ninth Circi.iit decision. Professor Greene analyzes
the two cases and concludes that they are compatible. She goes on to argue that ~he Second Circuit was wrong and off-labei promotion is not
deserving of First Amendment protection because it is inherently misleading speech.

Fortune Favors the Franchisor by Robert Emerson
51 SAN D IEGO L. REV 709 (2014) Most franchisees do not hire an attorney when signing the franchise agreement with a large corporation.
Why would "David" not hire an attorney to protect himself against the corporate "Goliath"? Professor Emerson analyzes the most common.
reasons why franchist'.es think they don't need an attorney and recommends that franchisees hire an attorney to analyze the franchise agreement
before they sign it.

Keep Your Facebook Friends Close and Your Process Server Closer by Alyssa Eis'!nberg
51 SAN DIEGO L. REV 779 (2014)
What if you logged onto Facebook one day, clicked on a new message, and then discovered you had been served with a lawsuit? Some Federal
Courts allow service of process via social media for foreign defendants. But what about domestic defendants? Ms. Eisenberg's comment
analyzes the arguments for and against serving domestic defendants using social media, and suggests how attorneys can improve their argument
for social media service of process in today's digital age.

Those Doggone Police by Kaylan Kaatz
51 SAN DIEGO L. REV 823 (2014)
The vast majority of police firearm discharges involve animals, specifically dogs. However, most officers are never trained to distinguish between
a scared dog and a dangerous or aggressive dog. Ms. Kaatz sets out the potential legal liability for states when police officers kill pets and
analyzes a recent Colorado law mandating animal behavior training for police offers. She argues that California should adopt a similar law not
only because it will cut down on tragic anilnal shootings but also because it will decrease the state's liability and legal bills in the long run.
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opportunity to reclaim their life while decreasing
press]Jre on the system. It is good for the individual
and good for the state. Finally, a yes vote is fiscally
sound because this proposition would produce
savings in the hundreds of millions of dollars and
would allow individuals to produce and contribute
to the economy. The war on drugs doesn't work.
Incarceration doesn't work. Providing drug
treatment works.

Incarceration rates have grown significantly since
the early 1980s and prison populations have
tripled over this time period.
This growth directly coincides with the
privatization of prisons. According to an ACLU
report, incarceration rates at private prisons
grew 1600% between 1990 and 2009. The report
concludes that, "as the public good suffers from
mass incarceration, private prison companies
obtain more and more government dollars, and
private prison executives at the leading companies Proposition 48 - Indian Gaming Compacts.
Referendum.
rake in enormous compensation packages, in
some cases totaling millions of dollars." These
Official Summary: A "Yes" vote approves, and a
windfalls are directly on the back of taxpayers;
''No" vote rejects, tribal gaming compacts between
government subsidies and contracts directly fund
the state and the North Fork Rancheria of Mono these private prisons.
Indians
and the.Wiyot Tribe. Fiscal Impact: OneCalifornia is a cog in the prison industrial
complex. In California, the cost to incarcerate an . time payments ($16 million to $35 million) plus
annual payments for 20 years ($10 million) from
inmate in a state· prison is $49,000 a year. And
Indian tribes to state.and local governments to
in the last 30 years, California has built 22 new·
address
costs related to the operation of a new
prisons. To put this into perspective, California
spends less than $10,000 a year per public school casino.
student, well below the national average. We
What a Yes Vote Means: A YES vote on this
cannot afford this appalling incarceration rate.
measure
means that the state's compacts with the
A Yes vote would allow for a reduction
North Fork Rancheria of Mono Indians and the
in penalties and a decrease o_f the bloated prison
Wiyot Tribe would go into effect. As a result, North
population and would produce a savings of
Fork
would be able to construct and operate a new
"hundreds of millions of dollars every year." The
in Madera Colinty and would be required
casino
state would spend the savings on schools, victim
to make various payments to state and local
services·, and mental health and drug treatment.
governments, Wiyot, and other tribes.
A yes vote is sensible, logical, and
fiscally sound. A yes vote is sensible because it
What a No Vote Means: A NO vote on this measure
allows for the treatment of drug offenders in a
means that the state's co·mpacts with North Fork
manner that stimulates rehabilitation and allows
and
Wiyot would not go into effe~t. As a result,
the individual an opportunity to move beyond
neither
tribe could begin gaming unless new
their offense. A yes vote is logical because
compacts were approved by the state and federal
our current incarceration system is simply not
governments at .a later date.
working. This is carefully constr_ucted legislation
that allows certairi non-violent offenders an

Our recommendation: Vote Yes.
According to the LA Times, "Proposition
48 asks voters to ratify or overturn the compact
between the state and the North Fork Rancheria
of Mono Indians, an agreement that would allow
the tribe to build a 2,000-slot machine casino on
newly acquired land near Madera, about 38 miles
away from its reservation in the Sierra foothills."
A yes vote upholds the compact, while a no vote
overturns the compact. ·
·
This proposition has attracted large sums
of campaign money on the "no" side and has
created a fight between the haves and have-nots.
As of late September, the "no" vote had raised
$6.7 million, including_major contributions from
hedge-fund operators, while the "yes" vote had
raised less than $400,000. Acc~rding to the
Sacramento Bee, Brigade Capital Management
has contributed $1.6 million into the No-on-48
campaign, as "Brigade wants to protect its
investment in the nearby Chukchansi Gold Indian
Casino." The referendum was financed by casinoowning tribes in the region who do.not want their
casinos negatively impacted.
Proposition 48 is an aggressive attempt
by the haves to protect their market-share, while
the have-nots suffer. The LA Times Editorial
board succinctly summarized this point in writing,
"To put a referendum on the ballot hoping for a
'no' vote is cynical, an unfair attempt to block.a
competing tribe that has followed the rules."
Proposition 48 will have a positive
economic impact, including creation of jobs and
a boost to the state and local economies. It may
·not be the ideal construction, and could influence
policy relating towards "off-reservation" casinos
in the future, but allowing one tribe to block another tribe from legally constructing a casino
is wrong. The federal government approved the
land acquisition and Governor Brown signed off.
Dop. 't be misled by Wall Street and their bankroll.

